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Thank you.  I appreciate your efforts.  I will do what I can to ask Ron to use the Chain-of-Command re: military 

team matters (i.e., go through me).  I did not know he had approached you three times.  I did not know he had 

approached you at all until this morning.To:	Douglas Horne/ARRBcc:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBFrom:	Christopher 

Barger/ARRBDate:	07/17/97 11:24:56 AMSubject: 	Re: Stuff OSD Gave to Tim WrayAs I told Ron Monday 

when he first asked me about this, I don't have any recollection of any such file.  As I told Ron Tuesday the 

second time he asked me about this, I have already placed two calls to Tim, but he has been out of the office 

on a business trip and wasn't due to return until Thursday.   As I told Ron on Wednesday, the third time he 

asked me about it, I would check the files and talk to Tim as soon as I had the chance.Cathy does not have the 

file.  Ron has it.  He checked it out on July 9, I assume in preparation for this meeting, and so he was asking me 

to check a file that he himself had.  Tim called me back this morning, faithfully, as soon as he returned from 

Germany.  He said he has no recollection of seeing any material from OSD which referred to Oswald or the 

assassination.  His recollection, which is mine as well, is that the only material we were given by 

OSD/Bosworth was correspondence between Judith Miller of OSD's General Counsel's office and the HSCA in 

1977-79.  There were also internal discussions of how to respond to the HSCA.  These files have already been 

reviewed and taken care of, as I told Ron, about one year ago.  As for the other material referred to in the 

compliance statement, at no time do either Tim or I recall seeing any Oswald material from them.I checked 

the military team shelves in the SCIF just to be safe, to see if there was anything there that I or Tim had 

forgotten about.  There are PTC docs, IRR files, 112th INTC files, and of course the "slumber party" material, 

but I saw nothing from OSD, much less anything referring to Oswald.  I suggest that we check the file once Ron 

gets it back, and if we see nothing, then ask Bosworth about it in more detail.To:	Christopher 

Barger/ARRBcc:	 From:	Douglas Horne/ARRB   Date:	07/17/97 09:06:15 AMSubject:	Stuff OSD Gave to Tim 

WrayOSD has stated in its initial compliance statement that Tim Wray received certain documents from 

them...I don't know what the hell they are talking about, and have never seen them.(Cathy has the file.)After 

the slumber party is over, i.e., your last week here, would you please look through what you have and try to 

locate them (after reviewing OSD's statement again), and if you don't, please resolve this with Tim.Thanks.  (I 

do not expect, nor want you, to resolve this this week.)Jeremy and Ron are aware of this now, so we have to 

come through on this one. 
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